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---------Abstract: We discuss the prospects of developing biorepositories as a novel kind of
biocollections infrastructure and service. Biorepositories resemble other natural history
collections but their structured material sample composition is optimized to monitor and forecast
the dimensions of ecological and evolutionary responses to change. Samples are collected to
study shifts in genetic composition, species populations and traits, community composition, and
ecosystem function and structure. This concept is exemplified in the design and operations of
the National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON) Biorepository. To maximize impact,
biorepositories have to establish practices for sample collection, preservation, diversified
high-volume use, and innovative data science that both leverage and diverge from more

conventional collections management strategies. In light of their constrained purpose and
transcendent scale among material sample collections, biorepositories face special challenges
to generate a meaningful, inclusive sense of community ownership. Properly designed and
delivered, they can catalyze broader support for biocollections and open science.
Keywords: biodiversity informatics, ecological monitoring and forecasting, global change,
natural history collections, open science
Natural history collections (see Box 1 for definitions of terms) are increasingly being recognized
as underutilized resources for addressing ecological and evolutionary research challenges with
broad societal impact. They provide access to preserved specimens and material samples (Van
Allen 2018) covering spatial and particularly temporal scales that are otherwise inaccessible to
individual research teams (Pyke and Ehrlich 2010, Johnson et al. 2011). Collections-based
research can allow for direct observation of how populations and communities have responded
to decades, if not centuries, of anthropogenic global change (Kharouba et al. 2018, Meineke et
al. 2018, Heberling et al. 2019). Heberling and Isaac (2017) emphasize that specimens in
natural history collections are "exaptations": originating in the context of biodiversity discovery
and sustained exploration, specimens are frequently being co-opted for new uses as both needs
and technological capabilities expand. These novel, critical roles include revealing genomic
signatures of selection (Holmes et al. 2016), rapid morphological change (Weeks et al. 2019),
phenological shifts (Jones and Daehler 2018), changes in nutrient availability (McLauchlan et al.
2010), and pathogen spread (Yoshida et al. 2014).
Co-optability of natural history collection specimens for these new uses is not without limits,
however. The suitability of specimens to deliver strong, clear data signals relative to specific
research needs is connected to the motivations and actions that generate them. For instance,
collections growing out of a primarily systematic, discovery-focused legacy tend to project a
static view of biodiversity (Ward 2012, Meyer et al. 2016, Daru et al. 2018). Voucher-based
floristic or faunistic inventories are often designed to discover new taxa and understand the
presence of known species in focal areas. Unless regularly updated, they are less well suited for
understanding community turnover (but see Fernández-Triana et al. 2011 for an example that
leverages a resampled site). Within an exploration-centric sampling paradigm, conspecific
individuals are rarely preserved at sufficient temporal density to understand population-level
trends in either abundance or phenotypic and genotypic variation (but see Weeks et al. 2019 for
an example using well sampled species). Additionally, such collecting efforts are unlikely to
provide sufficient spatial density to distinguish between the lack of adequate prior sampling and
actual shifts in range (Frey 2009). Some constraints can be statistically mitigated; e.g., through
the generation of pseudo-absence data for species distribution models (Ponder et al. 2001,
Lütolf et al. 2006). On the other hand, statistical methods cannot overcome an absence of
well-preserved specimens – whether extended (Webster 2017) or holistic (Cook et al. 2017) –
for the purpose of recording species associations such as host-parasite relationships.
Biobanks or biorepositories (see Box 1 for definitions) are concepts most regularly used in the
biomedical domain (Baker 2012). These collections preserve and maintain associated data for

biological samples ranging from DNA and tissues to whole organisms, with an explicit mandate
to redistribute these to researchers (Fullerton et al. 2010).
We examine a concept and implementation of a biorepository that focuses on non-medical
(non-human), organismal and environmental samples. Although the taxonomic composition and
the means of sample processing and preservation broadly overlap with traditions of natural
history collections or biobanks, this concept is nevertheless novel and relevant because of the
highly structured, consistent means with which the samples are generated. The primary intent
and optimization strategy for sampling is not to discover "standing biodiversity" but to discover
and characterize the dimensions of responses to ecological and evolutionary change. This focus
would seem deliberately narrow, or even out of scope, in the context of natural history
exploration (Schilthuizen et al. 2015). Optimizing the sampling of biodiversity so as to best
monitor the dimensions of change immediately forces us to consider a range of feasibility and
impact trade-offs, because one cannot resample everything, everywhere, indefinitely and
consistently. Moreover, the mandate to detect change has unique implications for downstream
process design and management. A well-run biorepository in the present sense must be
proactive in redistributing in a timely manner as many samples to as many diverse research
streams as possible. These characteristics make change detection-optimized biorepositories a
new component of the global set of biocollections (Box 1).
It is our purpose to outline the opportunities and challenges that biorepositories may bring
about, inherently and particularly in relation to a global evolving landscape of biocollections and
biodata science. Our familiarity with the NEON Biorepository, for the National Ecological
Observatory Network (Keller et al. 2008, Thorpe et al. 2016, SanClements et al. 2020), will
serve to illustrate the realities and potential of change-focused biorepositories in this greater
context.

Dimensions of monitoring ecological and evolutionary change
Biorepositories tasked with monitoring change operate under a productive, necessary tension
that affects global-change science generally. On one hand, there are strong incentives to
globalize and centralize the content and production of a consistent, constrained set of indicators
(e.g., Pereira et al. 2013). On the other hand, there are sensible warnings against a
one-size-fits-all approach to linking indicator signals and decision making; in favor of custom
service, co-produced models are more effective in closing the feedback loop between data and
decisions but are also more challenging to scale (Cash et al. 2006, Zulkafli et al. 2017, Lemos et
al. 2018). Biorepositories can take either approach, but we will pragmatically review how they
can contribute to the measurement of six high-level classes of indicators promoted by the Group
on Earth Observations Biodiversity Observation Network (GEO BON, Scholes et al. 2012; see
also https://geobon.org/ebvs/what-are-ebvs/). In doing so, we will show that biorepositories can
be designed to allow for direct interrogation of population, community, and ecosystem level
processes, thus becoming a central resource for monitoring and forecasting of ecological and
evolutionary change.

Genetic composition. B
 iorepositories hold material samples enabling future researchers to
observe how species' genetic compositions respond to global change. Variables to monitor
include: co-ancestry, i.e., pairwise relatedness and inbreeding coefficients between individuals;
allelic diversity, i.e., allelic richness across loci and populations; and population genetic
structure, i.e., differentiation among populations. They capture the ability of species to adapt to
novel challenges and the extent to which populations are genetically distinct, cryptically diverse,
or reliant on genetic connectivity (Bálint et al. 2011; Caballero and García-Dorado 2013).
Accordingly, biorepositories need to preserve enough samples from a recognized species to
adequately reflect within-species changes in genetic composition and variation. This entails
structured, repeated sampling of the same species at the same geographic sites. In many
cases, small numbers of conspecific individuals per sampling locality and event suffice for
population genomic studies leveraging high-throughput sequencing technologies (Willing et al.
2012). However, to minimize geographic bias towards particular populations, sampling efforts
that are distributed proportionally across putative populations will be most useful for
biorepository preservation.
Species populations. By preserving many conspecific individuals, biorepositories also facilitate
population dynamical and demographic trend analyses. Regardless of sampling strategy,
population abundance and structure variables – i.e., distributions of age and size classes – are
often difficult to address; yet they are critical for assessing extinction risks, pest outbreaks, or
invasive species spread. Most important for monitoring purposes is a well-specified and
consistent sampling effort. By supporting the systematic resampling of locations across time,
biorepositories will allow researchers to estimate abundance trends without making
assumptions about sampling effort or the relationships between community-wide and relative
abundances (Jeppsson et al. 2010, Bartomeus et al. 2013). Given sufficient temporal sampling
density, changes in the composition of population age, sex, or size class structure can also be
determined (de Paula and Melo 2015). As they often document the presence of individuals from
low density, range-edge populations, natural history collections can be better suited to studies of
species distribution; however, species distribution models that incorporate interpolated
abundances, as could be determined from biorepository sampling efforts, perform better than
those using presence-only data (Gomes et al. 2018). Furthermore, biorepository samples may
improve forecasts of climate-change induced range shifts by providing the records needed to
study adaptability, biotic factors, and population dynamical responses to co-located abiotic
fluctuations (Lewis et al. 2017).
Species traits. A
 rchival of many conspecific individuals enables studies of phenotypic changes
through time. Biorepositories are particularly powerful for the study of trait variables concerning
intraspecific variation in phenology and morphology (Kissling et al. 2018). Trends in phenology
are used to understand species' sensitivities to climate change and the potential for
climate-induced mismatches among interacting species (Thackeray et al. 2016). Although there
are powerful methods for tracking phenology through collection records (Jones and Daehler
2018), biorepository samples are less prone to seasonal sampling biases that can affect the
accuracy of these methods. Phenotypic analyses using specimens to document body size

reductions can indicate selection pressures on species in response to overharvesting and
warming (Taylor et al. 2006, Weeks et al. 2019). Structured biorepository sampling can facilitate
those trait-based studies by preserving conspecific variants relative to their frequencies. In
contrast, natural history collections often preferentially sample individuals of markedly different
phenotypes, not in close relation to their relative frequencies.
Community composition. To best provide insights into community-level changes,
biorepositories must preserve samples that are representative not just of populations but of
ecological communities; i.e., samples that capture the identities and relative frequencies of
species and their interactions. Sampling and sample curation methods should therefore reflect
the richness and diversity of communities to support monitoring taxonomic diversity as well as
species interactions. Taxonomic diversity is used to classify habitats, ecosystem stability, and to
identify signals of community turnover (Laurance et al. 2006). While natural history collections
are often more likely to contain rare species (Garcillan and Ezcurra 2011), biorepositories can
overcome their inherent limitations for estimating evenness and diversity, through consistent
sampling that is unbiased relative to species' densities. Monitoring species interactions is
relevant to understanding the persistence, ecosystem services, and resistance of communities
to invasions (Tylianakis et al. 2010). Biorepositories can preserve specimens that show damage
indicative of species interactions – such as plants damaged by herbivores – in proportion to
their occurrence in the population, even though these may traditionally be considered
low-quality vouchers (Cook et al. 2017, Meineke et al. 2019). Similarly, without even retaining
whole organisms, biorepositories can record changing species interactions; for instance,
changes in dietary relationships revealed through stable isotopes in hair and bone samples, as
well shifts in pathogens and parasites in blood samples and microbiomes in mammalian feces
(McLean et al. 2016).
Ecosystem function. Biorepositories are particularly well suited among biocollections for
documenting ecosystem function; i.e., the collective biological, chemical and physical processes
that determine the flows of matter and energy through an ecosystem. Biorepositories can focus
on documenting biotic and chemical characteristics of the environment at sites for which
measurements of other ecosystem factors – including nutrient inputs, primary productivity and
carbon fluxes – are being produced synchronously. The coordinated sampling enables studies
of nutrient loss, retention, and biochemical cycling more generally, which are critical to the
productivity and services provided by ecosystems and the levels of biodiversity they support
(Penuelas et al. 2020). Extensive simultaneous preservation of environmental (e.g., soil, water,
atmospheric deposition), microbial, primary producer (e.g., litter, belowground biomass, canopy
foliage), and higher trophic level (e.g., mammal hair) samples in biorepositories will facilitate
analyses of matter and energy exchanges through an ecosystem's a-/biotic components. This
includes understanding carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorous cycling and heavy metal
accumulation (McLauchlan et al. 2010, Ziska et al. 2016, Rudin et al. 2017).
Ecosystem structure. Biorepositories can support characterizations of an ecosystem's physical
and trophic structure, size, inter-system flows, and of the spatiotemporal variability in a-/biotic

pools of matter and energy. They supply samples used towards monitoring disturbances,
fragmentation, overharvesting, and changing climates; hence allowing for assessments of
functional diversity and/or functional dominance, which can predict the productivity and stability
of an ecosystem and its component communities of interacting species (Fontaine et al. 2006,
Pérez-Ramos et al. 2017, Zhang et al. 2017). Sometimes these variables can be estimated
simply by measuring phenotypic traits readily obtained from specimens (e.g., specific leaf area;
Loranger and Shipley 2010). Such analyses require that samples are taken from individual
organisms that in aggregate represent the functional composition of the community at a point in
space and time. In other cases, the functional composition of communities (e.g., soil and aquatic
microbial communities) can be obtained from biorepository bulk samples using metagenomic or
metatranscriptomic methods (Escalas et al. 2019).

Designing impactful biorepositories
We now shift from an overview of novel and enhanced capabilities of biorepositories to monitor
change – relative and complementary to natural history collections – to strategic considerations
for designing and managing them to maximize impact.
Sample collection. As reviewed above, biorepository samples provide lasting material
evidence towards monitoring broad dimensions of ecological and evolutionary change. They
must therefore accumulate and in turn redistribute samples which are representative of intraand interspecific variation and produced from strictly controlled and repetitive collection efforts
at the same set of localities. As long as there is sufficient, higher-volume sampling effort,
community- and population-level trends are discoverable by following the same sampling
approach. Large collections of common species are likely among the most valuable samples for
the purpose of monitoring change, while also being unlikely to duplicate standing efforts of
natural history collections.
Sample collection will ideally occur both within and between years, in order to capture shifts in
phenology and avoid confounding other biodiversity measures with either species-level
differences in phenology or population fluctuations. The sampling will be most informative when
conducted across large geographic and broad taxonomic dimensions. However, this requires
managing feasibility trade-offs: we recommend prioritizing high-depth (i.e. large numbers of
thematically similar samples) and frequent resampling of a limited set of localities and with a
narrow taxonomic focus. Pairing the organismal sampling effort with detailed, fine-scale
environmental data production is particularly critical for direct comparisons of abiotic and biotic
fluctuations. Repetitive, consistent sampling regimes are most conducive to answering
conceptual questions about responses to global change. If such narrowly defined efforts are
deployed by many biorepositories, then in aggregation they enable the discovery of change
across regional and taxonomic dimensions.
Sample preservation. P
 opulation- and community-wide collecting strategies require far more
samples and specimens to be preserved than might be feasible or desirable in natural history
collections. Faced with constraints on support for personnel managing and processing samples

(including taxonomic experts carrying out identifications), time, and collections space and
infrastructure, biorepositories can relax conventional practices under which every individual
organism would be separately prepared and further curated. As long as samples are clearly
linked to the collecting event data, multiple specimens may be provisionally contained in various
forms of "bulk" storage. Additional preparation and analysis of individual specimens from bulk
samples can then follow when dictated by external research interests. Retaining bulk non-target
specimens ("bycatch") from structured sampling efforts can be particularly impactful – leading to
species discovery, updated distribution data, regional inventories, macroecological insights, and
other products – while limiting additional fieldwork and supply costs (Buchholz et al. 2011,
Spears and Ramirez 2015). For some bulk sample types, conventional processing and
identification of individual specimens may be bypassed through metagenomic and
environmental barcoding methods that provide diversity estimates even for organisms that were
not actually collected (Linard et al. 2016, Lyngaard et al. 2019).
Where possible, biorepositories should additionally preserve "extended specimens" (Webster
2017) and environmental samples, as these will engage a wider variety of researchers whose
focal research may typically not include natural history collection specimens. Samples of
extracted DNA, tissue, blood, feces, hair, toenails, bycatch, soil (etc.), will provide the raw
materials for answering future researchers' genomic, population, and ecosystem-level
questions. Many of the latter samples require cryo or ultralow storage conditions – via extensive
liquid nitrogen and/or mechanical freezer infrastructures – that are not yet well developed in
many natural history collections facilities.
Sample use. We further discuss this central topic in the section on challenges and
opportunities. Generally speaking, and relative to the majority of natural history collections,
established biorepositories will operate under a stronger linkage between justifying their
existence and the volume, frequency, diversity, and timing of sample use. Biorepositories will
commensurately succeed by redistributing samples to researchers for further analysis of change
signals – at any moment and in any dimension where significant change may actually occur. To
avoid delaying responses to change signals for decades after they would have been possible
and relevant (cf. Fontaine et al. 2012), frequent, abundant, and diverse forms of biorepository
use must be actively promoted and realized. These justified uses will on balance involve a
higher degree of sample alteration, and partial or entire sample consumption (to full
destruction). Transparent policies that facilitate variously destructive types of usage will foster
engagement by a broad set of ecologists and evolutionary biologists whose research methods
might otherwise preclude access to more individually valuable specimens in natural history
collections.
However, because biorepositories also document longer-term change, the benefits of
immediate destructive sample use must recurrently be weighed against future signal discovery
potential (Ayres 2019). An evolving relationship between short-term realization and longer-term
reduction of research impact, in effect favors sample use policies that are more flexible, and
more dynamic than a generic approach. Early and wide-ranging usage is critical as it
establishes data signal baselines and encourages further investment in biorepositories and
novel research directions. Conversely, methodological advancements and longer-term

sample/data series – the deeper, the more powerful – mean that the data-production potential
for any given sample will invariably increase over time. Recent analyses of natural history
specimens with powerful genomic and machine learning methods (Rowe et al. 2011,
Carranza-Rojas et al. 2017) support such a bet hedging strategy for use.
Most importantly, whenever samples are altered in any way, the details of that usage – e.g.,
potential sources of contamination – must be recorded and the resulting, value-added data must
be linked to easily accessible online sample records published by data portals (as described
below). To best navigate the counter-acting needs for heavy sample usage and longer-term
sample retention for research, biorepositories must set innovative policies that define what data
should be preserved in the event of destructive use. As an example, approval for destruction of
an insect specimen could entail publishing a set of high-resolution images, DNA extract, and all
of the project's target data within the respective biorepository data portal.
Data science. No aspect of developing impactful biorepositories requires more innovation than
the domain of data science, broadly defined. The needs reach well beyond providing the
baseline of FAIR Principles (Wilkinson et al. 2016). The more onerous goals aim at shifting
incentives for research teams to encourage use of biorepository samples. Few researchers will
proactively visit biorepositories in person to see what samples might be there that could
potentially be fit for advancing their next project, perhaps partially due to a general lack of
information on what such collections entail. Forward-looking data science, or biodiversity
informatics more narrowly, will undoubtedly become the prevalent means of reaching and
recruiting new biorepository sample/data users and contributors. This is the new frontier.
Suitable strategies will adhere to Open Data standards, by providing data that is not only
accessible and portable, but has been assessed for quality and provenance, is accompanied by
metadata, and enforces restricted vocabularies to provide semantic interoperability (W3C 2017).
Biorepositories will create open, easy-to-find-and-use – not merely accessible – data portals,
which are dynamic web applications that allow for publishing, editing, managing sample data,
including linking to all associated, value-added research data (Lendemeer et al. 2020); such as
phenotypic traits (Hedrick et al. 2020), species interactions (Wilson 2020), co-located species
checklists (Johnston et al. 2018), and genetic information (Gibson et al. 2012). Sample data will
adhere to evolving community interoperability standards (e.g., Darwin Core; Wieczorek et al.
2012, see Box 1), thereby facilitating publication and aggregation with a maximally broad
spectrum of biodata communities and initiatives. This further entails the design and
implementation of robust web-based services (such as Application Programming Interfaces) to
expose and support data annotation, e.g. value-added data edits, and maintenance of data
versioning and tracking provenance through the participation of an expanding network of
collaborators. The data design, portal management interfaces, and programmatic exposure of
data should all support the augmentation of post-collection, value-added data definitions (e.g.
defining species associations, phenology, or phenological metrics based on collections
material). Ideally, the design would support and even encourage the scientific user community
to submit and define additional annotations and expanded specimen data definitions that
increase the value of the basic specimen records. Interoperability should support the ability to

define external value-added datasets that are programmatically mapped directly back to the
original source records.

The NEON Biorepository as a test case
We describe the NEON Biorepository as a full-fledged example of the potential and constraints
related to designing and operating biorepositories more generally.
Scope and implementation. The NEON Biorepository (NEON 2019) was established in 2018
at Arizona State University (henceforth: ASU), co-located with the ASU Natural History
Collections, they now jointly comprise the ASU Biocollections. At present, NEON operates 81
field sites – 47 terrestrial and 34 aquatic – across 20 ecoclimatic domains and associated
facilities distributed throughout North American subcontinent and including Alaska, Hawaii, and
Puerto Rico (Keller et al. 2008, Kampe et al. 2011, Kao et al. 2012, Thorpe et al, 2016,
Sanclements et al. 2020). Sampling and data protocols are highly structured and consistent
across sites, and currently 180 data products are openly available through the main NEON data
portal (https://data.neonscience.org/). They include high-resolution measurements of abiotic
variables, remote sensing data, and organismal observational (non-material, see Box 1) data
spanning multiple trophic levels.
Many of the NEON data products are related to the nearly 70 sample types that are
housed at the NEON Biorepository (Fig. 1; Supplemental Material: Table 1). These material
samples are taken at the field sites, then variously processed at NEON domain facilities and at
external service labs, and finally shipped to and preserved at the NEON Biorepository (Fig. 2) .
Although selective "legacy" sampling for NEON dates back as far as 2012, full operations
across all field sites began in 2019 and are expected to continue for 30 years. From 2019
onwards, over 100,000 samples will be ingested annually (Fig. 1; Supplemental Material: Table
1), for a projected grand total of over 3 million samples. We estimate that the number of
macro-organismal specimens contained in these samples is many times higher, due to standing
practice to preserve bulk samples, including invertebrate "bycatch" from pitfall traps (Hoekman
et al. 2017).
Figure 1 provides a high-level breakdown of the annual totals according to taxonomic
category, sample type, and storage condition. The taxonomic composition is both broad and
focused; for instance, ground beetles, mosquitoes, and small mammals are particularly well
represented and identified. Many other groups are initially preserved as bulk, community-level
samples with unrealized data potential. A large proportion of organismal samples are not stored
as whole organisms but are instead DNA, blood, tissue, or feces. The NEON Biorepository also
accessions environmental samples such as dry soils, plant belowground biomass, and
particulate mass filters. Storage conditions for each sample class are chosen to optimize future
data potential; hence the majority of samples (~60%) are maintained at cryogenic or ultralow
temperatures.

Sample access and data publication. The NEON Biorepository’s public data portal

(https://biorepo.neonscience.org/) serves as the primary access point for material sample data

particularly in the context of research project development, sample loan facilitation, and dynamic
data publication. This portal complements the main NEON data portal in at least two functional
dimensions; both of which are related to the choice of the Symbiota software (Gries et al. 2014)
as the portal's content management system. Symbiota is an open-source specimen
management system that can: 1) be mobilized on the web, fulfilling interoperability
requirements, 2) support the integration of both live-managed and remote snapshot collections
managed by external collections, 3) and support a versioned annotation system that provides
the potential for remote community members to participate. Therefore, the choice of Symbiota
builds a cultural data science bridge to global biocollections and biodiversity data scientists.
Symbiota is by design optimized for networking data for regionally, taxonomically, or otherwise
socially constrained communities of practice (Wenger 2000). Symbiota serves natural history
collections networks that self-assemble via thematically overlapping portal communities.
Adherence to the Darwin Core standard and the issuing of Globally Unique Identifiers (GUIDs;
Guralnick et al. 2015) for NEON material samples, are further promoters of data integration and
publication with these communities (Edwards 2004). Additionally, Symbiota is designed to
accredit and incentivize various forms of individual or group contributions aimed at enriching the
quality and diversity of data related to NEON material samples. The NEON Biorepository data
portal therefore has the potential to enable a continuous, collaborative and cyclical process of
data annotation and publication relative to sample-based research projects (Fig. 2, purple
arrows connecting portal and researchers). The ability to incorporate new data and annotations
will require further refinement of web services and data infrastructure to harmonize data
additions across a more inclusive, de-centralized network that must entail the main NEON data
portal and other, third-party data publishers. We aim for researchers to be a central hub in the
data flow hub.

Generating community ownership
The paramount opportunity for developing impactful biorepositories is to create a meaningful,
inclusive sense of ownership. Because of the superficial resemblance with other biocollections,
the degree of novelty or foreignness of resources such as the NEON Biorepository may be
underestimated.
The NEON Biorepository is a biocollection with a distinct, federally supported mandate. It was
designed as a community resource, transcending many conventional constraints for generating
and redistributing samples to monitor responses to change. Reaching this state required
sustained, pivotal contributions by many members of the ecological and evolutionary research
community (cf. Dalton 1999, Senkowsky 2003, Keller et al. 2008). Now that the design has
materialized and is operated by (in effect) third-party contractors, a shared, community-level
history of biorepository scoping is in itself not enough to create a strong sense of biorepository
sample and data ownership for individual contemporary researchers.Therein lies the challenge.
Because of the necessarily tenuous relationship between the historical process of
community-level conception and the resulting manifestation of the NEON Biorepository,
reconstituting a meaningful sense of biorepository ownership now becomes our central,
multi-dimensional task.

In addition to concerns about ownership, researchers may be hesitant to use
Biorepository resources because they are: (1) unfamiliar with the processes by which
biocollections samples and the data arising from them can be accessed and disseminated; (2)
concerned about an inability to personally and directly oversee the sampling and data publishing
protocols; and (3) unsure of how to weigh use of a new untested resource against their own
established research program. These are generally valid points about intellectual ownership and
trust (Franz and Sterner 2018). With appropriate filtering, such evolving concerns must function
as guard rails leading to better biorepository operations. There is a fine line between 'for
everybody' and 'not mine in particular'. The need to develop biorepository ownership is an
upfront cost that comes with the narrower, divergent purpose relative to other biocollections,
executed at a scale that exceeds most monitoring projects yielding material samples (such as
Long-Term Ecological Research programs and sites; Hobbie et al. 2003). The most effective
way to mitigate these costs is to regularly receive feedback from and remain engaged with the
communities of practice that biorepositories serve. The NEON Biorepository solicits and
welcomes this participation so that it can evolve to continue to be as useful and relevant as
possible as needs change.

Strategies for engagement
We offer a number of recommendations for strategies that are most effective in lowering
thresholds for biorepository engagement. The first is to allocate outstanding research support
services towards early adopters. Success tends to breed success. Researchers who proactively
'dare' to engage with biorepositories despite the aforementioned sense of novelty and risk, must
be involved in highly rewarding and empowering experiences that lead to impactful research
outcomes. The success stories, and their pioneering narrators, will provide strong 'insider' cases
in favor of broadening ownership of biorepository samples and data. Every instance of sample
discovery, loan request fulfillment, and eventual derivative sample and data product return, is an
opportunity to grow the community and create sustainable data cycles where biorepositories
function as source and sinks for compelling research activities and outcomes.
The second is innovation in data science. Biorepositories are tasked with helping societies
understand where, how, and why multi-dimensional ecosystems are (most) susceptible, or
(most) resilient, in their ecological and evolutionary responses to change. Biorepositories can
lower the thresholds that trigger research proposals and sample loans by providing novel
services, such as preliminary assessments of fitness-for-purpose of samples and data. Further,
because biorepositories are paradigmatic providers of "extended" samples and specimens
(Lendemeer et al. 2020), data portals must be socially designed to optimize a sense of shared
ownership of sample data quality and derivative data products. This means, minimally, that
individual, novel contributions of value-added portal data must be feasible by design, linkable to
primary authors and supporting sources of evidence, and permanently retrievable. Moreover,
biorepository sample-related data must be reconfigured and republished – dynamically, through
robust web infrastructures, and with provenance – for a maximally broad spectrum of external
data aggregators and prospective research communities (e.g., Hobbie et al. 2003, Karan et al.

2016, Waide et al. 2017, Dietze et al. 2018, Hobern et al. 2019, Jetz et al. 2019, Larson et al.
2020).
As a third component of promoting a new sense of ownership, we stress education; i.e. the
need to develop broad-based knowledge, curiosity and competency about biorepository
samples and data. It is critical to promote this awareness not in isolation or through
unproductive competition ("zero sum games"). Biorepositories likely have few functions that are
not at least partially fulfilled by other existing resources. Conversely, integrating biorepository
data will enrich many existing analysis pipelines. Our best prospects lie in fine-tuning selective
integration. Because biorepository samples and data are new additions to an existing set of
tools, education should explore reciprocal and complementary strategies to broaden and
sharpen data sources and signals relative to research interests. With regards to the physical
and information preservation and management culture, the NEON Biorepository is most closely
aligned with natural history research collections. Yet in terms of research culture, it needs to
primarily serve analytical, hypothesis- and model-driven ecological and evolutionary
macrosystems scientists. Education can be creative and inclusive in leveraging the respective
strengths of these cultures (Pyke and Ehrlich 2010, Johnson et al. 2011, Kharouba et al. 2018,
Meineke et al. 2018, Heberling et al. 2019).
Lastly, we hope that biorepositories will leverage broader trends towards open,
purpose-based science, where diverse but necessary roles and responsibilities for providing
system- and community-level research infrastructures, data products, and related data science
services increasingly achieve parity with traditionally recognized, career-making contributions
(e.g., Allen and Mehler 2019, Leonelli 2019, Strasser 2019). Preceding large-scale monitoring
efforts with overlapping goals have become indispensable data sources (e.g., Hobbie et al.
2003, Karan et al. 2016, Waide et al. 2017). Biorepositories can play a catalyzing and
mutualistic role towards increased support for biocollections infrastructures and services
(Suarez and Tsutsui 2004, Ward et al. 2015, Mclean et al. 2016).
What is the special value of constraining the spatial, temporal, and sampling scopes of
biorepositories so deliberately upfront? How strong is the linkage between the predetermined
sampling regime and the ability to utilize samples and data for in- or out-of-scope research
questions? How can signals from biorepositories be expanded in spatial, temporal, and
organismal coverage through addition through data from other biocollections? How should
emergent signals from the latter inform the development of new or modification of operational
biorepositories? What other components of research infrastructures and cultures are missing to
mitigate shortcomings inherent in any distinct, realized biocollection type, relative to shared
focal monitoring needs? We believe these are the kinds of new questions that developing
biorepositories raise, and which can elevate an open, inclusive, community-enabled and
-enabling approach to the science of monitoring responses to change generally.
In the Supplemental Material, we provide specific information to develop engagement with the
NEON Biorepository. Upcoming, or well established generations of researchers now have an
opportunity to "vote with their feet", in favor of open science principles and trade-offs that are
also increasingly reflected in how biocollections are designed and operated (cf. Damalas et al.
2018).
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Box 1. Glossary.
 iobank. Biocollection that focuses on preserving samples – including living cells, tissues,
B
dried and frozen samples, etc. – primarily for the biomedical (human health) research domain
(Baker 2012).
Biocollection. Any collection preserving material organismal and environmental samples
for research purposes.
Biorepository. In the biomedical field, this term is sometimes used interchangeably with
biobank (e.g. Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Johns Hopkins Pediatrics and the University of
California San Francisco biorepositories). Here, we use it to describe biocollections with a
focus on biodiverse organismal and environmental samples, with an explicit, constrained
purpose to optimize sample composition and processing to monitor varied responses to
ecological and evolutionary change.
Darwin Core standard. Data standard for publishing and integrating biodiversity
information (Wieczorek et al. 2012). Darwin Core is widely used in natural history collections
and observational communities and projects that focus on documenting and monitoring
biodiversity; including the Global Biodiversity Information Facility.
Material sample. Physical sample – ranging from bulk (multi-specimen) samples, individual
specimens, tissues, DNA, to environmental samples – preserved in biocollections.
Natural history collection. Biocollection developed primarily in the tradition of discovering
and documenting (macroorganismal) biodiversity regionally and/or globally.
Observation. Recording of an occurrence (in the sense of Darwin Core) without material
sample preservation; e.g. promoted by projects such as eBird, iNaturalist, among many
others.
Specimen. Material sample that corresponds to an individual (macro)organism, often
prepared separately from other such specimens preserved in biocollections.

Figure 1. Estimated annual NEON Biorepository sample intake. Samples of the
following taxonomic categories are shown: (A) environmental; (B) aquatic and soil
microbe; (C) algal, lichen, bryophyte, and terrestrial plant; (D) invertebrate; and (D)
vertebrate. Shading of the bars indicates sample type: whole-organism vouchers,
including single species lots; tissue (e.g. blood, hair, fecal, or leaf) sample; DNA
sample; or bulk sample containing many organisms of multiple species. Bar patterning
indicates sample storage conditions: “LN2” is stored in cryo-safe containers in liquid
nitrogen; “-80℃” is stored in ultralow mechanical freezer; “Fluid-Preserved” is stored in
either ethanol, glutaraldehyde, or lugols; and “Ambient/4℃” is stored dry,
slide-mounted, or mechanical refrigerator. Pie charts associated with each taxon
represent the proportions of samples originating from the NEON aquatic sites (white)
and terrestrial sites (black).

Figure 2.  S
 ample and data flow diagram showing interactions between different actors and
repositories to be fully integrated with the NEON Biorepository. The NEON Biorepository should
function like a turn table that dynamically assimilates, redistributes, and reintegrates samples
and (value-added) data through innovative biodata science practices. Green arrows represent
sample transfer processes, whereas purple arrows represent data transfer or transformation
processes. Lowering thresholds for engaging research teams (light blue) is the overarching

strategic goal. To achieve this, improving the consistency and efficiency in creating and
propagating new data records and subsequent annotations throughout the entire internal NEON
network, and through involvement of researchers, is critical.

